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Defining Trust

• Trust = Willingness to be vulnerable to actions of an actor not directly controlled by you 

• Antecedents of Trust = 

(1) Perceived Benevolence
(2) Perceived Competence
(3) Perceived Integrity

• And on the topic of BCI, there has been much ado about another type of BCI, namely 
Brain-Computer Interfaces and the ability to teach a machine to identify patterns in a 
specific person’s brain correlated with blood flow to certain regions



Artificial Intelligence = Alien Interactions

• “AI” has many subcategories and has had many names since the 1950s 

• Herbert Simon completed a PhD in 1943 exploring decision-making in administrative 
organizations. In 1957, he partnered with Allen Newell to develop a General Problem 
Solver separating information about a problem from the strategy required to solve it. 
Simon later won a Turing Award in 1975 and a Nobel Prize in 1978. 

• Flavors of “AI” over the years: Logical Reasoning and Problem-Solving Algorithms. 
Expert Systems. Statistical Inferences and Reasoning. Decision Support Systems. 
Cognitive Simulation. Natural Language Processing. Machine Learning. Neural Networks. 
Large-Language Models. 



What’s the State of Trust in Societies in Now? 

• In Oct 2017, Pew found <45% of those <25 years old in the U.S. thought capitalism was 
“good”; also, we’re at fairly low levels of trust in representative government as well –
and we’re not alone 

• We’re also increasing tribal and distrustful of those who see the world differently than 
us – also something we’re not alone in either. So, is asking for Trust in AI impossible? 



54 Nations: www.aistrategies.gmu.edu/report



54 Nations: Clusters In Terms of Focus and Activities



For AI and Trust, Need to Understand Humans

• We humans are products of natural selection pressures. Darwinian evolution 
is akin to a “blind watchmaker”. Evolution has not prepared us to encounter the true 
alienness of AI. Our choices regarding AI will amplify or mitigate human nature 

• We humans anthropomorphize lots of things including animals, weather, inanimate 
objects – as well as machines and now both AI and Large Language Models/chatbots 
even if those things do not act, think, or behave at all like us humans

• We also humans have tons of biases including confirmation bias, sunk cost bias, “in vs. 
out group” biases (aka, xenophobia), and many more biases that can be mitigated by 
education and experiences



For AI and Trust, Need to Consider Last Two Decades

• What follows is an “historical arch” of where different flavors of AI, to include expert 
systems, simulations, and other advances, have played a role to inform our future. 

• After considering 4 time periods, the idea of AI-PRAMs “Probe, Reasoning, and Assess 
Models” is suggested to augment current strengths and weaknesses of Generative AI. 
• We must be wary of adversarial data poisoning

• We can employ a simple Obligations, Acknowledgements, Responsibilities, Safeguards framework

• Finally, the intersections of Trust in Society and Trust in AI are considered. 



1993-95: Simulations, satellites, public safety

• How can better computer models of real-world risks and phenomena help: 

Map the impact of feedback loops associated with aspects of climate change? 
Identify potential risks and vulnerabilities in the power grid? 
Model the spread of forest fires detected by satellites from space? 

• Help improve human understanding of decisions we need to make now? 

• Help improve understanding of the impact of our decisions (or lack thereof) 
on possible local and global futures? 



2001-03: Responding to bioterrorism & SARS

• How can better computer models of aggregate, real-time human behaviors help: 

Detect in the future unknown natural and human-made pathogens faster? 
Overcome the inertia of nations that may be disinclined to disclose events? 
Understand supply chain risks and vulnerabilities? 

• Help improve human understanding of decisions we need to make now? 

• Help improve human collaborations across sectors and geographies, potentially tipping 
and cueing humans that there are other humans with similar projects underway? 



2011-13: Reviewing R&D of the U.S. Intel Community

• How can better computer models of macro trends, scientific fields, and needs help: 

Future scenario planning for organizations, governments, and the public? 
Identify research gaps or opportunities for accelerated scientific discoveries? 
Inform public conversations and policy discussions proactively? 

• Help improve human understanding of decisions we need to make now? 

• Help improve public safety, international security, and global preparedness for 
disruptions both natural and human-caused in the world? 



2017-19: Counter-disinfo in open, pluralistic societies

• How can better computer models of information and collective sensemaking help: 

Bring people with different perspectives together – instead of driving them apart? 
Counter disinformation campaigns and encourage people to seek better info online? 
Strengthen shared civic norms and balances in open societies? 

• Help improve human understanding of decisions we need to make now? 

• Help improve the “essential fabrics” of open societies to include freedom of speech, 
freedom to think differently, and the need for an educated public to help inform 
pluralistic discussions all amid a digital tsunami of data? 



Do LLMs Need to Mature With AI-PRAMs? 

• Could we overcome the limits of Large Language Models (LLM) by developing separate 
Probe, Reason, and Assess Models that permit LLM outputs to be tested against existing 
and real-time insights about the world:

• Probe: via a light-weight, reusable protocol to attest that identified actors (human and machines) are 
the assured sources of information both requested and transmitted without tampering or 
interception 

• Reason: via data received by probes to test hypotheses outputted by LLMs via deductive, inductive, 
and abductive inferences from probed information 

• Assess: via scored correlations among multiple LLM outputs and PRAM tests



Can We Balance AI Dreaming & Reasoning? 

• LLMs are great at dreaming, however those digital dreams need testing to real-world 
observations and phenomena: 

• Probe, Reason, and Assess Models (PRAMs) embody the more empirical scientist component of 
hybrid AI systems where creative LLM hypotheses are tested, at massive scale, through a 
combination of observed information and deductive, inductive, and abductive inferences about the 
actual real world 

• Advancements in web3 technologies – to include edge graphs that enable immutable audit logs and 
encryption, can help with the probe protocol; also, with improved computation speeds and memory 
capacity, now multiple LLM outputs – creatively theorizing about the world – can be tested against 
multiple PRAMs to see if real-world information matches the outputs



We Must Be Wary of Adversarial Data Poisoning



We Can Employ a Simple O.A.R.S. Framework Openly



What If The Turing Test is the Wrong Test? 

• Original Turing Test: Computer A and Person B, with B attempting to convince a 
interrogator Person C that they were human, and that A was not. 

• Meanwhile the Computer A was trying to convince Person C that they were human. 
What if this test of a computer “fooling us” is the wrong test for the type of AI that our 
society needs, if we’re to have some trust among humans and machines?  

• Remember: Trust is the willingness to be vulnerable to actions of an actor not directly 
controlled by you 



What If Building Trust in AI ≈ Trust in Societies? 

• Natural selection pressures have resulted in humans tending to trust if we perceive 
Benevolence, Competence, and Integrity in the actor. Consider current LLMs/chatbots: 

Benevolence = (indeterminant?)
Competence = (LLMs are not fact-checking, they can provide misinfo with confidence)
Integrity = (absent, they can change their stance if the user prompt asks them too)

• So, Trust in LLMs = ? Yet consider other “obscured boxes” in society, such as decision-
making in organizations, community associations, governments, or militaries? What if 
we need to remedy Trust in Societies simultaneously to Trust in AI for the future? 



Carl Sagan in 1994:
Look again at that dot. 

That's here. That's home. 



That's us. 
On it everyone you love, 

everyone you know –  

Everyone you ever heard of, every human being 
who ever was, lived out their lives.



To me, it underscores 
our responsibility to deal 

more kindly with one another – 

And to preserve and cherish the pale blue dot, 
the only home we've ever known.



Be Bold, Be Brave, 
Be Benevolent

2020 – MIT Sloan Mgmt Review article on People-Centered AI: 
https://mitsloan.mit.edu/ideas-made-to-matter/5-steps-to-people-

centered-artificial-intelligence 

2023 – National Academy of Public Admin on AI & Public Service: 
https://napawash.org/standing-panel-blog/a-call-to-action-the-future-

of-artificial-intelligence-and-public-service 
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